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LESSON ONE 
FOCUS: One-piece and two-piece patterns, starting simple and working toward 
complex, some basics about types of fabric, iron-on interfacing, seam allowance — 
how much, kinds of stuffing, where to leave the opening, seams inside or outside. 
 
Welcome to Three-dimensional Fabric Construction.  

In this class I’m going to take you through all the 

developmental steps I’ve followed in my own doll designing. 

You’ll receive a class every other week, and by the time the 

next twelve weeks are over, you will have the same tools that   

I use in making my dolls and soft sculptures.  

 

PLEASE ask questions whenever you like, and present 

problems that we can solve as a group. 

 

I’ll supply patterns for each lesson, so you can practice what   

I show, but I encourage you to make your own side trips and 

variations as we go along, and add new construction tools 

with each class. You can post pictures to the yahoogroup of 

each of your projects, including both successes and things 

that don’t quite come out the way you intended. Maybe we 

can fix them. 

 
I used all the techniques that  
you’ll learn in this class. 
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The best way to put together your own  

vocabulary of these methods is to practice, 

practice, practice! It’s only by doing, exploring, 

experimenting, and making that you will  

discover your own personal voice in design,  

find out what works and what doesn’t, discover 

your own unique combinations. 

I suggest working small and using the plain  

fabrics like unbleached muslin, Osnaberg           

(coarse type of plain textile fabric), or felt in      

order to concentrate on form at first.  

The small size of the patterns will allow you to 

complete several projects each week. I’ve put 

outside seams on some of my examples so you 

can see what I’m doing as clearly as possible. 

Using outside seams on your own pieces may 

make the shapes more clear. 

 

I have designed 

the patterns so 

you can trace 

around them, 

then add as much 

seam allowance 

as you like. I use 

around 1/8”.         

Sew  right on the 
traced line. 

 

On small and complicated shapes, use a short sewing machine stitch in a color that matches           

the fabric. I use red here, so you can see what I’m doing. I add an extra line of stitching along             

a tight curve, and clip into the seam allowance on inside curves, cut notches in outside curves.           

When I’m stitching pieced fabric, I use black on top and white on the bottom, so the stitching              

blends in with both light and dark prints. Leave the opening for stuffing on the straightest edge            

muslin

More 
expensive 
muslin

Osnaburg 

knit 
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you can…about two inches should be enough. Seams can be outside or inside—experiment.              

Enlarge patterns if you wish. 

 
From left to right, Airtex, Fairfield Processing, a 
less expensive brand. 

When designing your patterns, be aware of the    

space that is going to be taken up by the stuffing — 

the shape will become smaller around the outside  

and fatter through the middle. There are different 

qualities of stuffing, polyester fiber, cotton, and     

even silk. I like Airtex (www.airtex.com) top left, 

because it fills the spaces quickly and lies            

smoothly. I usually pack my forms tightly,  

because  the stuffing can settle over time.  

There are fancy stuffing forks you can buy,  

but I use a large knitting needle or a bamboo 

chopstick sharpened with a pencil sharpener  

and start with small pieces of stuffing. 

Iron-on interfacing is a non-woven stabilizer with one side that attaches to fabric with heat.  

I use it on the back side of any piece that is in danger of stretching, like a silk, or on a piece  

that must hold it’s shape, like the base of a body. I use shirt-weight interfacing for small projects,  

and the interfacing can go up to very stiff, like the material that is used inside fabric bowls,  

or buckram (the starch-impregnated stiffener that goes inside hats).   

Buckram can be shaped three-dimensionally when wet. We’ll also use cardboard or wood  

to insure flat bases, so save the backs from pads of paper. 
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Here’s the finished one-piece doll, front 

and back. The arms, legs, head, and 

body are rolled around the stuffing 

(scraps of quilt batting) and secured 

with large stitches and heavy thread, 

like button and carpet thread. The 

stitches become part of the surface 

decoration. 

I used Crayola Model Magic©, an air-

drying clay, for the head and sewed it 

onto the body with small beads. The 

features still didn’t’ show up well 

enough, so I used textural paint in a 

small applicator to draw dots and 

features.  
 

One-piece doll cut from 
knit fabric 
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Simple shapes with seam allowances added. Fold 
the fabric to cut several of the same shape at once. 

At the end of this lesson I’ve given you               

patterns for some simple shapes to play with 

variations. An excellent way to experiment with 

what’s possible, is to make as many variations       

on one simple shape as you can think of. Use            

one of the shapes I’ve drawn, or design your          

own. You’ll discover differences between the            

ways symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes           

work and how to draw a gusset.  

If you’ve ever sewn your own clothing, you’ll            

find that many of the same principles apply in 

clothing and in creating other three-dimensional 

shapes in fabric. The patterns as I’ve drawn               

them may be too small for you if you’re not an 

experienced sewing machine user. If so, enlarge       

the patterns with a copier. 

 
Two of shape I stuffed. Turn it 
over for a head. 

Draw your own 
simple shape, not 
more than 6” on a 
side. Experiment to 
see how many 
different ways you 
can manipulate the 
same pattern piece, 
using both outside 
and inside seams. 
On the left is the 
symmetrical egg 
shape. To the right 
the progression from 
2 shapes to 4 
shapes. 

 
On the right two of the same pattern            
piece 3, above, four of the same  
asymmetrical piece. Sew two sets of           
pieces together along the matching               
sides and end at common points. 

1
2

3 
4

5

1 3 
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Experiment with as many different ways as you can 
think of to alter how you assemble your shape. Shape 
5 is asymmetrical, four pieces joined, Shape 1 joined 
in four pieces will make a smoother shape. Try joining 
different types of symmetrical and asymmetrical 
shapes. 

 
Cut 4 of piece 4, (see previous page) join two 

sets of two along one side, then open each        

set flat, pin at the top and bottom points and         

sew the four pieces together, leaving a 2” 

opening along a straight edge. 

Stuff with seams outside or turn and stuff.             

Clip inside seams before turning to release         

the fabric. You can copy an existing three           

dimensional shape in fabric by taking 

measurements at different heights,  

divide by four, add seam allowance, and               

cut your pattern, see below. 

 
 

 
 
4-piece pattern 4 from different 
angles to show you what can be 
done. 
 

 

When the piece is stuffed, it becomes very three-dimensional,        

as you can see from the various angles. This could become a 

head or a very interesting appendage. 

Asymetrical forms are more challenging to stuff, may give you 

more interesting shapes, and can be difficult to get the small 

corners filled. Play around with different 4-piece asymmetrical 

shapes to see what happens. 
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On the shape above I joined just three of shape number 2 to create  

a more streamlined  version of the three-dimensional form.  

Start thinking in measurements to help you visualize planning for 

gussets. Measure around the widest part of the shape (thick black  

lines).  The more shapes you use, the fatter around the middle the   

piece will be, the sum of the parts 
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. 
You can make a hole in a two-

piece shape by stuffing the 

bottom part way, sewing around 

and around in the center, then 

cut an opening inside the shape 

and finish stuffing and close the 

form.  

You could thread a number of 

these shapes together on 

ribbon to form abstract 

vertebrae for a strange animal.  

Don’t feel you have to stick to                

human forms or realistic shapes            

in this class.  

I mostly make people-like forms,            

but certainly not realistic. Animals          

or mythological beasties would also       

be fun to play with. 

Later we’ll discuss adding more            

shape and presence to a two-piece 

pattern by adding tucks and building  

out into more dimensions. 

  
 

1

2
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Playing with the dancer pattern. I make tucks in the paper pattern and hold them in place with            

narrow masking or architects’ tape. To lengthen a limb, I separate the pattern and add an insert          

in brown paper. Number one is the original, and two is the finished product. 

 
Maybe I get a little too obsessive about the 
particular curves, but to me it seems to make 
a difference. It’s good to work out a new 
pattern in muslin, so you can see the shapes 
and then make changes before you cut into 
that priceless bit of fabric. 

The dancer pattern 1 seemed a little static to me 

so I did a combination of making tucks and taping              

them in place, then cutting a slit in the leg and angling       

it for a more dynamic pose. I’ll discuss adapting              

existing patterns in more detail in Lesson 4. You’ll             

have your own dancer pattern to adapt at the end of          

this lesson. 

Maybe I get a little too obsessive about the particular 

curves, but to me it seems to make a difference.                

It’s good to work out a new pattern in muslin, so you          

can see the shapes and then make changes before           

you cut into that priceless bit of fabric. 

You can paint directly onto muslin with acrylic paints,        

so when you get a shape you really like, just paint it          

up. The paint will cover up a multitude of tiny flaws in 

stitching, too. If you haven’t noticed already, I am             

seldom a precision seamstress. I think the flaws add         

to the viewer’s knowledge that the piece is, indeed,           

made by hand. 

2 

1 
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Charlotte, from CT did the flat 
ladies at left, and I did the icons. 
From no face to button face to 
printed on fabric face…all            
simple construction techniques. 
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